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Abstract 
The paper provides results for a non-standard, hyperbolic, 1-D, nonlinear 
traffic flow model on a bounded domain. The model consists of two first-
order PDEs with a dynamic boundary condition that involves the time 
derivative of the velocity. The proposed model has features that are 
important from a traffic-theoretic point of view: is completely anisotropic 
and information travels forward exactly at the same speed as traffic. It is 
shown that, for all physically meaningful initial conditions, the model 
admits a globally defined, unique, classical solution that remains positive 
and bounded for all times. Moreover, it is shown that global stabilization 
can be achieved for arbitrary equilibria by means of an explicit boundary 
feedback law. The stabilizing feedback law depends only on the inlet 
velocity and consequently, the measurement requirements for the 
implementation of the proposed boundary feedback law are minimal. The 
efficiency of the proposed boundary feedback law is demonstrated by 
means of a numerical example. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The study of vehicular traffic flow by means of hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) 
started in the 1950s with the LWR first-order model (see [26,31]). In order to describe more 
accurately the velocity dynamics, second-order models were later studied (see [1,28,36]). All 1-D 
traffic flow models were developed for unbounded domains (usually the whole real axis). 
Researchers working on second-order models as well as critics of second-order models (see [11]) 
have agreed that a valid traffic flow model must: (i) include the vehicle conservation equation, (ii) 
admit bounded solutions which predict positive values for both density and velocity, (iii) obey the 
so-called anisotropy principle, i.e., the fact that a vehicle is influenced only by the traffic dynamics 
ahead of it, (iv) not allow waves traveling forward with a speed greater than the traffic speed. 
Recently, researchers have developed two phase models (see [7,24]), which agree with 
experimental results that report strong differences between the free and congested vehicular flow.  
 
    Recent advances in the boundary feedback control of hyperbolic systems of PDEs (see for 
instance [2,3,6,8,9,10,12,13,18,21,22,29,30,34,35]) as well as advances in the control of discrete-
time, finite-dimensional traffic flow models (see [16,17,19,27] and references therein) have 
motivated the study of well-posedness and control of traffic flow models on bounded domains. Both 
issues (well-posedness and control) for first-order models in bounded domains were studied in 
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[4,5,32] by means of boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet that may or may not become active 
at certain time instants. The stabilization of equilibrium profiles for second-order models in 
bounded domains by means of boundary feedback was also studied in [23,37].   
    The present work presents a novel, hyperbolic, nonlinear, second-order, 1-D traffic flow model 
on a bounded domain. The arguments leading to the derivation of the model are based on the 
assumption that the road is relatively crowded. It consists of two quasilinear first-order PDEs with a 
dynamic nonlinear boundary condition that involves the time derivative of the velocity, which may 
be viewed as boundary relaxation, analogously to in-domain relaxation in second-order traffic flow 
models [1,36]. The presence of this dynamic boundary condition makes the model non-standard, 
and thus, the existence and uniqueness of its solutions cannot be guaranteed by using standard 
results (see [2,20,25]). The existence and uniqueness issues are studied in the present work. 
Specifically, it is shown that for all physically meaningful initial conditions the model admits a 
globally defined, unique, classical solution that remains positive and bounded for all times. As a 
result, we can guarantee that the proposed model has all of the four features mentioned in the first 
paragraph that are important from a traffic-theoretic point of view. The second contribution of the 
present work is the study of the control problem for the proposed model. Specifically, we design a 
simple, nonlinear, boundary feedback law, adjusting the inlet flow (via, e.g., ramp metering). The 
boundary feedback law employs only measurements of the inlet velocity, and consequently, the 
measurement requirements for implementation of the proposed controller are minimal. Moreover, it 
is shown that the developed control design achieves global asymptotic stabilization of arbitrary 
equilibria, in the sup-norm of the logarithmic deviation of the state from its equilibrium point. The 
efficiency of the proposed feedback law is demonstrated by means of a numerical example. 
    The structure of the present work is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the presentation of the 
model and the statement of the first main result (Theorem 2.1) which guarantees, for all physically 
meaningful initial conditions, the existence of a globally defined, unique, classical solution that 
remains positive and bounded for all times. The control design and the statement of the second main 
result, which guarantees global stabilization of arbitrary equilibria of the model (Theorem 3.1) are 
given in Section 3. A simple illustrating example is presented in Section 4. The proofs of the main 
results as well as the statement of two auxiliary results are provided in Section 5. One of the 
auxiliary results has interest on its own (Proposition 5.2), because it covers a case not studied in 
[2,20,25]: the case of a transport PDE with a non-negative (possibly zero at some points) transport 
velocity. A unique, classical solution is shown to exist, which is differentiable and satisfies the PDE 
even on the boundary (something that cannot be guaranteed by the results in [20]). The concluding 
remarks are provided in Section 6. Finally, the Appendix contains the proofs of the two auxiliary 
results, which were stated in Section 5.  
 
 
Notation. Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notation.  
 
  ),0[:  . For a real number x , ][x  denotes the integer part of x , i.e., the greatest integer 
which is less or equal to x . 
  Let nU   be a set with non-empty interior and let   be a set. By );(0 UC , we denote the 
class of continuous mappings on U , which take values in  . By );( UC k , where 1k , we 
denote the class of continuous functions on U , which have continuous derivatives of order k  on 
U  and take values in  . When   is omitted, i.e., when we write )(UC k , it is implied that  .  
  Let ),0( T  and  ]1,0[],0[: Tu  be given. We use the notation ][tu  to denote the profile at 
certain ],0[ Tt , i.e., ),()])([( xtuxtu   for all ]1,0[x . For a bounded ]1,0[:w  the sup-norm is 
given by  )(sup:
10
xww
x

 .    
  ])1,0([,2 W  is the Sobolev space of 1C  functions on ]1,0[  with Lipschitz derivative. 
  By K  we denote the class of strictly increasing continuous functions  :a  with 0)0( a .  
By K  we denote the class of functions Ka  with 

)(lim sa
s
.  By KL  we denote the set of 
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all functions );(0  C  with the properties: (i) for each 0t , ),( t  is of class K ; (ii) 
for each 0s , ),( s  is non-increasing with 0),(lim 

ts
t
 .   
 
 
 
2. A Non-Standard Traffic Flow Model  
 
2.I. Model Description 
 
Second-order traffic flow models involve a system of hyperbolic PDEs on the positive semiaxis. 
The state variables are the vehicle density ),( xt  and the vehicle velocity ),( xtv , where 0t  is time 
and x  is the spatial variable. All traffic flow models involve the conservation equation 
 
0),(),(),(),(),( 








xt
x
v
xtxt
x
xtvxt
t


                                        (2.1) 
and an additional PDE for the velocity. In a relatively crowded road, the vehicle velocity depends 
heavily on the velocity of downstream vehicles. Therefore, the following equation may be 
appropriate for the description of the evolution of the velocity profile: 
 
0),(),( 





xt
x
v
cxt
t
v
,                                                     (2.2) 
where 0c  is a constant related to the drivers’ speed of adjusting their velocity. Equation (2.2) may 
also arise as a linearization of the equation of the Aw-Rascle-Zhang model (see [1,36]) without an 
in-domain relaxation term. Here, we consider the model (2.1), (2.2) on a bounded domain, i.e., we 
assume that ]1,0[x . The full model requires the specification of two boundary conditions. One 
boundary condition describes the inlet conditions and more particularly the effect of the inlet 
demand 0)( tq  and takes the form 







)0,(
)(
)0,(
tv
tq
ht , for 0t                                                 (2.3) 
 
where )(2 Ch  is a non-decreasing function that satisfies  
 
ssh )(  for ],0[ max  s  and max)( sh  for maxs ,                    (2.4) 
 
where 0max   is a constant related to the physical upper bound of density in the particular road and 
),0( max   is a sufficiently small constant. Notice that (2.3) implies that the inlet demand 0)( tq  is 
equal to the vehicle inflow )0,()0,( tvt , provided that   )0,()( max tvtq   . The boundary condition 
(2.3) as well as the rest of the model (2.1), (2.2) comes together with the following requirement:  
0),( xt  and 0),( xtv , for all ]1,0[),(  xt                                        (2.5) 
 
Condition (2.5) is an essential requirement for traffic flow models and it should be noticed here that 
some second-order traffic flow models do not meet this requirement. In what follows, we show that 
the proposed model meets this requirement.  
 
In order to have a well-posed hyperbolic system, we also need a boundary condition at the outlet 
1x . Assuming that the flow downstream the outlet is uncongested (free), it is reasonable to 
assume that the relaxation term becomes dominant. So, we get 
 
 ))1,(()1,()1,( tftvt
t
v
 


, for 0t                                        (2.6)  
 
where 0  is a constant and )(1 Cf  is a positive, bounded, non-increasing function that 
expresses the fundamental diagram relation between density and velocity.  
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2.II. Traffic-Theoretic Features of the Model 
 
Equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) form a non-standard system of nonlinear hyperbolic PDEs. The 
reason that system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) cannot be studied by existing results in hyperbolic 
systems (see [2,20,25]) is the non-standard boundary condition (2.6). However, in what follows, we 
show that system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) exhibits unique, positive, globally defined 1C  solutions for 
all positive initial conditions. Moreover, we show that density and velocity are bounded from above 
by certain bounds that depend only on the initial conditions and the physical upper bounds of the 
density and velocity, i.e., max  and )0(max fv  , respectively. Before we show this, it is important to 
emphasize that (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6): 
 
 is a traffic flow model that can be applied to bounded domains, i.e., ]1,0[x , without 
imposing a boundary condition with no physical meaning or assuming knowledge of the 
density/velocity out of the domain, 
 
 is completely anisotropic, i.e., the velocity depends only on the velocity of downstream 
vehicles, 
 
 is a hyperbolic model with two eigenvalues v  and c ; consequently, information travels 
forward exactly in the same speed as traffic, 
 
 allows only equilibria which satisfy the fundamental diagram law )(fv  , i.e., when 
0)(  eqqtq  then the equilibrium profiles are given by eqx  )( , )()( eqfxv  , where 
0eq  is a solution of 








)( eq
eq
eq
f
q
h

 .  
 
All the above features are important for a traffic flow model.  
 
 
2.III. Characteristic Form of the System 
 
Let  max,0  eq  be a given constant. The nonlinear transformation of the density variable 
 
),(
)(
)),(exp(),(
xtvc
fc
xtwxt
eq
eq




                                            (2.7) 
gives the equation 
0),(),(),( 





xt
x
w
xtvxt
t
w
                                                  (2.8) 
with the boundary conditions  
 
















 
)(
)0,(
)0,(
)(
ln)0,( 1
eq
eq
fc
tvc
tv
tq
htw

 , 





















)1,(
)(
))1,(exp()1,()1,(
tvc
fc
twftvt
t
v eq
eq

         (2.9) 
 
The hyperbolic system (2.2), (2.8), (2.9) is nothing else but the hyperbolic system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), 
(2.6) in Riemann coordinates. Provided that the initial conditions are positive, i.e., 0),0( x , 
0),0( xv , for ]1,0[x , we are in a position to construct a unique solution to (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) 
by constructing a unique solution to (2.2), (2.8), (2.9) and employing the nonlinear transformation 
(2.7).  
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2.IV. First Main Result 
 
The solution of (2.2), (2.8), (2.9) is constructed by the following theorem. Its proof is provided in 
Section 5.  
 
Theorem 2.1: Let )(2  Ca  be a given function and let 0c , 0  be given constants. Let 
  
1Cg  be a given function for which there exists a constant 0max v  such that the following 
inequality holds 
max),(),0(0 vwvgwg  , for all   wv ,                               (2.10) 
 
Let  ]1,0[, ,2 W  be given functions with 0)( x  for all ]1,0[x , for which the equalities 
 )0(,0)0(  a , )0()0()0())0(,0())0(,0(  





v
a
c
t
a
,   )1(),1()1()1( 1  gc    hold. Then 
the initial-boundary value problem  
 
0),(),(),(),(),( 











xt
x
v
cxt
t
v
xt
x
w
xtvxt
t
w
, for all ]1,0[),(  xt                (2.11) 
   0)1,(),1,()1,()1,())0,(,()0,( 


 twtvgtvt
t
v
tvtatw  , for all 0t                    (2.12) 
0)(),0()(),0(  xxvxxw  , for all ]1,0[x                                    (2.13) 
 
admits a unique solution  ]1,0[, 1  Cvw . Moreover, the solution  ]1,0[,
1  Cvw  has Lipschitz 
derivatives on every compact ]1,0[ S  and satisfies the following inequalities for all 
]1,0[),(  xt : 
 

 ,max][ tBtw                                                       (2.14) 
       









 

max
1010
,)(maxmax),(,max:),0(min,)(minmin vxxtvBwwgx
x
t
x
          (2.15) 
 
where  













max
10
,)(maxmax0,],0[:),(max: vxvtsvsaB
x
t  . 
 
Remark 2.2: Theorem 2.1 shows that the appropriate space (state space) for studying the 
hyperbolic system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) is the space 
 
   













 
)()0()0()0()0(,)()0(,0
,))1(()1()1(
],1,0[0))(),(min(
:])1,0([),(
12121
2,2
ahavvahthatsuchaa
fvvc
xallforxvx
WvX



 . (2.16) 
 
In order to construct a solution   Xtvt ][],[  of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with initial conditions in 
Xv ),( 00 , we apply Theorem 2.1 with  






































0
)(
ln
0
)(
)(
ln
:),(
max
1
1
vif
fc
vc
vif
fc
vc
v
tq
h
vta
eq
eq
eq
eq




, 










vc
fc
wfwvg
eq
eq
)(
)exp(:),(

 , )0(:max fv  , 
 
  










eqeqfc
xvcx
x



)(
))()(
ln)( 00 , )()( 0 xvx  for all ]1,0[x  
 
and we consider  ),0(;2  Cq  to be the input of the model. The set of admissible inputs consists 
of all functions  ),0(;2  Cq  that satisfy the compatibility conditions 







)0(
)0(
)0(
0
0
v
q
h  and 
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)0(
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)0()0()0()0( 02
0000
0000 v
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q
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v
q
v
q
hvv 

















 . The solution   Xtvt ][],[  of (2.1), 
(2.2), (2.3), (2.6) is found by using the solution  ][],[ tvtw  of (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) in conjunction 
with formula (2.7). Notice that if max0 )( vxv   for all ]1,0[x , then estimate (2.15) implies that 
max),(0 vxtv   for all ]1,0[),(  xt  and for all admissible  ),0(;
2  Cq . Similarly, by 
performing more detailed calculations than those in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we are in a position 
to verify that if 
c
vc
x maxmax0 )(

   for all ]1,0[x , then the estimate 
c
vc
xt maxmax),(0

   holds 
for all ]1,0[),(  xt  and for all admissible  ),0(;
2  Cq . When maxvc  , the previous 
estimate implies that the upper bound for density is approximately max .   
 
 
 
 
3. Controlling the Traffic Flow Model  
 
3.I. Motivation for Control Design 
 
The fact that for the case 0)(  eqqtq  the equilibrium profiles for (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) are given 
by eqx  )( , )()( eqfxv  , where 0eq  is a solution of 








)( eq
eq
eq
f
q
h

 , implies that there may be 
multiple equilibria. For example, for the case )exp()(  bAf  , where 0, bA  are constants (that 
corresponds to the so-called Underwood model; see for instance [33]) if 
  





 )1exp(,exp maxmax
b
A
bAqeq   and max1 b then there are (at least) two solutions of the equation 









)( eq
eq
eq
f
q
h

 : one solution in the interval  1,0 b  and max . Consequently, it is not possible to 
guarantee that for every initial condition Xv ),( 00  with 








)0(
)0(
0
0
v
q
h
eq
 , 
)0(
)0()0(
)0(
)0()0()0()0( 02
00
0000 v
v
q
v
q
hcvv
eq









  , the solution   Xtvt ][],[  of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) 
with 0)(  eqqtq  will converge to a specific equilibrium profile as t . This implies lack of 
global asymptotic stability. Moreover, such cases are the ones that ideally one would like to have: 
for the case )exp()(  bAf  , where 0, bA  are constants, the ideal operation of the freeway would 
be exactly where the flow becomes maximized, i.e., when 1 b . Notice that in this case and if 
)(1 max   b , where ),0( max   is the constant involved in (2.4), )1exp(
b
A
qeq  and we have (at 
least) two equilibria: 1b  and max . In such cases, global stabilization of a specific equilibrium 
profile may be achieved by boundary feedback control. 
 
 
3.II. Collocated Boundary Control Design and Stability Analysis 
 
The following theorem shows that stabilization of the equilibrium profile for a given desired 
equilibrium density 0eq  can be achieved by controlling the inlet flow. It is important to notice 
that the stabilizing feedback law depends only on the inlet velocity. Therefore, the measurement 
requirements for the implementation of the proposed boundary feedback law are minimal.    
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Theorem 3.1: Consider the nonlinear traffic flow model (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) and let 0eq  be 
the desired equilibrium density. Suppose that  

 

 max
)( eq
eq
fc
c
 and that the following 
inequality holds: 
   0
)(



















 eq
eq
eq fv
vc
fc
fv 

 , for all 0v , )( eqfv                  (3.1) 
 
Then there exists a function KLQ  such that for every Xv ),( 00  for which the equalities 
)0(
)(
)0(
0
0
vc
fc eq
eq




 , )0(
)0(
)0(
)0( 0
0
0
0 v
vc





  hold, the initial-boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), 
(2.3), (2.6) with  
)0,(
)(
)0,()(
tvc
fc
tvtq
eq
eq




                                                   (3.2) 
0)(),0()(),0( 00  xvxvxx  , for all ]1,0[x                              (3.3) 
 
admits a unique solution  ]1,0[, 1  Cv , with   Xtvt ][],[  for all 0t  satisfying the following 
estimate for all 0t : 












































































t
f
xvx
Q
f
xtvxt
eq
x
eq
x
eq
x
eq
x
,
)(
)(
lnmax
)(
lnmax
)(
),(
lnmax
),(
lnmax 0
10
0
101010 



               (3.4) 
 
 
Remark 3.2: Notice that inequality (3.1) holds automatically for )0(fv   and 0v . Thus, 
inequality (3.1) is equivalent to the following implications 
 
  ))(()(
)(
))(()(
)0(
)(






fcfc
c
fc
fcfc
fc
fc
eqeq
eq
eqeq
eqeq
eq
eqeq







 
Therefore, a sufficient condition for (3.1) is the assumption that the function  )(:)(  fcF   is 
increasing on the interval 






 


c
fc
fc
fc eq
eq
eq
eq
)(
,
)0(
)( 


 . Consequently, (3.1) holds automatically 
when 0)()(   ffc  for all 






 



c
fc
fc
fc eq
eq
eq
eq
)(
,
)0(
)( 


 . For example, when 
)exp()(  bAf  , where 0, bA  are constants (Underwood model), we guarantee that (3.1) holds 
when the inequality  AbAbc )exp( holds for 






 



c
bAc
Ac
bAc eq
eq
eq
eq
)exp(
,
)exp( 


 . It 
should be noticed that in this case (3.1) holds automatically when the velocity ratio cA /  is 
sufficiently small no matter what eq  is: when Ac )2exp(  the function  )exp(:)(  bAcF   is 
increasing on  .  
Remark 3.3: When the compatibility conditions 
)0(
)(
)0(
0
0
vc
fc eq
eq




 , )0(
)0(
)0(
)0( 0
0
0
0 v
vc





  do not 
hold, then we satisfy the compatibility conditions implied by Theorem 2.1, namely we find 0a  
and b  so that 







)0(
)0(
0
0
v
a
h  and 









)0()0(
)0()0(
)0()0()0()0(
0
2
0
00
0000
v
a
h
v
bvvac
vv  . In such a 
case, we must modify the control input so that the compatibility conditions hold; the control input 
can be given by the formula 
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  
)0,(
)(
)0,()()(1)(
tvc
fc
tvtgbtatgtq
eq
eqTT




  
where 0T  is a small constant that satisfies 0bTa  and :Tg  is defined by 0)( tgT  for 
0t , 1)( tgT  for Tt   and 
))(exp()exp(
)exp(
)(
11
1





tTt
t
tgT  for ),0( Tt .  
 
Remark 3.4: Estimate (3.4) is a stability estimate in the sup-norm of the logarithmic deviation of 
the state from its equilibrium values. The use of logarithmic deviation variables is customary for 
systems with positive state values (e.g., biological systems, see [18]).  
 
 
 
4. Illustrative Example 
 
We consider model (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with )1exp(
5
2
)(  f  (Underwood model), 5c , 
10 , 10/27max  , 
610 , )())(1()( max sgsgssh   for 0s , where 
0)( sg , for ],0[ max  s , 1)( sg , for maxs  and 
 
   1max1max
1
max
)(exp)(exp
)(exp
)(





ss
s
sg


, for ),( maxmax  s . 
 
The objective is to stabilize the equilibrium point that maximizes the vehicle flow 1)(  eqx  , 
5/2)()(  eqfxv  . It should be noticed that the open-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with 
5/2)(  eqqtq  has two equilibria: one is the desired equilibrium, and the other one is the fully 
congested equilibrium 
10
27
)( max   x  , 






10
17
exp
5
2
)()( maxfxv . Numerical experiments show 
that the fully congested equilibrium attracts the solution of the open-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), 
(2.6) with 
5
2
)(  eqqtq  for many initial conditions. We choose the initial conditions  
1)(0 x  for ]20/9,0[x , 2)(0 x , for ]1,2/1[x , 
 
   11
1
0
)2/1(exp)20/9(exp
)20/9(exp
1)(





xx
x
x , for 






2
1
,
20
9
x , and 
))(()( 00 xfxv  , for ]1,0[x .  
 
For this particular initial condition (but also for many others) the solution of the open-loop system 
(2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with 5/2)(  eqqtq  converges to the fully congested equilibrium 
10
27
)( max   x  , 






10
17
exp
5
2
)()( maxfxv . The deviation of the solution from the desired 
equilibrium is shown in Fig. 1, where the evolution of the sup-norm of the logarithmic deviation 
from the desired equilibrium 


































 )(
),(
lnmax
),(
lnmax:)(
1010
eq
x
eq
x f
xtvxt
tX


 is shown for the open-loop 
system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with 5/2)(  eqqtq .  
    In this case we can apply Theorem 3.1, since the condition  

 

 max
)( eq
eq
fc
c
 as well as 
condition (3.1) hold (recall Remark 3.2). Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the evolution of the density profile 
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Fig. 1: Evolution of the sup-norm of the logarithmic deviation from the desired equilibrium 


































 )(
),(
lnmax
),(
lnmax:)(
1010
eq
x
eq
x f
xtvxt
tX


 for the open-loop system  
(2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with 5/2)(  eqqtq . 
 
for the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with (3.2). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the 
convergence of the solution to the equilibrium profile 1)(  eqx  . It should be noted that at time 
58.6t , the solution has become identical (up to numerical accuracy) to the desired equilibrium. 
This is clear from Fig. 2, where it is shown the evolution of the sup-norm of the logarithmic 
deviation from the desired equilibrium 


































 )(
),(
lnmax
),(
lnmax:)(
1010
eq
x
eq
x f
xtvxt
tX


 for the closed-loop 
system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with (3.2). Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the control input )(tq . 
The control input tries to keep the inlet density close to 1, while the heavy congestion belt is 
“washed out” slowly (due to small vehicle velocity in the congestion belt).    
 
 
Fig. 2: Evolution of the sup-norm of the logarithmic deviation  
from the desired equilibrium 


































 )(
),(
lnmax
),(
lnmax:)(
1010
eq
x
eq
x f
xtvxt
tX


 for the  
closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with (3.2). 
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Fig. 3: Density profiles at various time instants for the closed-loop  
system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with (3.2). 
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Fig. 4: Density profiles at various time instants for the closed-loop  
system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with (3.2). 
 
 
 
Fig. 5: The evolution of the control input )(tq  for the closed-loop  
system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with (3.2). 
 
 
5. Proofs of Main Results 
 
5.I. Technical Results 
 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 requires two technical results. Their proofs are given in the Appendix.  
 
Lemma 5.1: Suppose that there exist constants 0,, pba , 0c  such that the sequence   00)( kkx  
satisfies the inequality: 
  pkxcbkxakx  )()1(,)(1max)1( , for all 1,...,1,0  mk                          (5.1) 
 
Then the following estimate holds: 








 bk
ca
p
xkakx )0()exp()( , for all mk ,...,1,0                          (5.2) 
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The following auxiliary result has interest on its own, because it covers a case not studied in 
[2,20,25]: the case of a transport PDE with a non-negative (possibly zero at some points) transport 
velocity. A unique, classical solution is shown to exist, which is differentiable and satisfies the PDE 
even on the boundary (something that cannot be guaranteed by the results in [20]): this is important 
for the proof of Theorem 2.1, because uniform (Lipschitz) continuity of the derivatives of the 
solution on every compact set of the form ]1,0[],0[ T  is used in an instrumental way.  
 
Proposition 5.2: Consider the initial-boundary value problem 
 
0),(),(),( 





xt
x
w
xtvxt
t
w
, for 0t , ]1,0[x                                 (5.3) 
 
)(),0( xxw  , for ]1,0[x                                                     (5.4) 
 
)()0,( tatw  , for 0t                                                          (5.5) 
 
where  ]1,0[,2 W ,  ],0[,2 TWa   for every 0T  with )0()0( a , 0)0()0,0()0(  va  and 
 ]1,0[1  Cv  is a non-negative function (i.e., 0),( xtv  for all 0t , ]1,0[x ) which has Lipschitz 
derivatives on ]1,0[],0[ T  for every 0T . Assume that 0)0,( tv  for all 0t . Then the initial-
boundary value problem (5.3), (5.4), (5.5) has a unique solution  ]1,0[1  Cw , which has 
Lipschitz derivatives on ]1,0[],0[ T  for every 0T  and satisfies the inequality  
  






,)(maxmax][
0
satw
ts
, for all 0t .                                  (5.6)   
 
Moreover, if there exists a constant 0min v  such that min),( vxtv   for all 0t , ]1,0[x  and if 0a  
then 0),( xtw  for all ]1,0[x  and 1min
 vt .  
 
 
5.II. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Let arbitrary 0T  be given. We will apply the method of finite differences 
(used in the book [14]) in order to construct a solution on ],0[ T  for the initial-boundary value 
problem (2.11), (2.12), (2.13).  
   Let 1 cN  be an integer and consider the parameterized (with parameter N ) discrete-time 
system 
 
 
   )(),()(1))1((
1,...,0)()(1))1((
,...,1)()()()(1))1((
1
1



kwkvgkvkv
Nikvckvckv
Nikwkvkwkvkw
NNNN
iii
iiiii





                                (5.7) 
 
where 1,...,0  mk  is an integer (time of the discrete-time system), 
  











cvxT
T
x
,,)(maxmax1
:
max
10

 ,   
















cvxTNm
x
,,)(maxmax1: max
10
 , 
 )(,)( 00  kvkakw  , for mk ,...,1                                                (5.8) 
 
hNh   :,/1:                                                                    (5.9) 
and initial condition 
Niihvihw ii ,...,00)()0()()0(                                              (5.10) 
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Notice that definition 
  











cvxT
T
x
,,)(maxmax1
:
max
10

  guarantees that 0  is sufficiently small so 
that 
  1,,)(maxmax max
10







cvx
x
 .                                                     (5.11) 
Moreover, definitions (5.9) and 
  











cvxT
T
x
,,)(maxmax1
:
max
10

 , 
  
















cvxTNm
x
,,)(maxmax1: max
10
  guarantee that mT  .  
 
We next prove by induction on k  that  
  






max
10
,)(maxmax)(0 vxkv
x
i  , for all Ni ,...,0  and mk ,...,0 .                  (5.12) 
 
Indeed, by virtue of (5.10) it follows that (5.12) holds for 0k . Using (5.7) and (5.11) we are in a 
position to guarantee that   






max
10
,)(maxmax))1((0 vxkv
x
i  , for all 1,...,0  Ni , provided that 
(5.12) holds for certain 1,...,0  mk . Moreover, using (2.10), (5.7) and the fact that 1 cN  (which 
together with (5.11) and (5.9) implies that 1 ) we can guarantee that 
  






max
10
,)(maxmax))1((0 vxkv
x
N  , provided that (5.12) holds for certain 1,...,0  mk . 
Consequently, we get that   






max
10
,)(maxmax))1((0 vxkv
x
i  , for all Ni ,...,0 , provided that (5.12) 
holds for certain 1,...,0  mk . Therefore, (5.12) holds. 
     Define 
 













max
10
,)(maxmax0,],0[:),(max: vxvTtvtaB
x
T  .                                  (5.13) 
We next prove that  
 Ti Bkw ,max)(   , for all Ni ,...,0  and mk ,...,0 .                               (5.14) 
 
Indeed, by virtue of (5.10) it follows that (5.14) holds for 0k . Suppose that (5.14) holds for all 
Ni ,...,0   and for certain 1,...,0  mk . Using (5.7), (5.8), (5.11), (5.12) and the triangle inequality 
we are in a position to guarantee that  Ti Bkw ,max))1((   , for all Ni ,...,1 . Using (5.7), 
(5.12), definitions (5.13), (13) and the triangle inequality, we can also guarantee that 
 TBkw ,max))1((0   . Thus, (5.14) holds.  
     We next prove that 
    




 

 ,max:),0(min,)(minmin)(
10
T
x
i Bwwgxkv , 
for all Ni ,...,0  and mk ,...,0 .                                                  (5.15) 
 
Indeed, by virtue of (5.10) it follows that (5.15) holds for 0k . Suppose that (5.15) holds for all 
Ni ,...,0   and for certain 1,...,0  mk . Using (5.7) and (5.11) we are in a position to guarantee that 
    




 

 ,max:),0(min,)(minmin))1((
10
T
x
i Bwwgxkv , for all 1,...,0  Ni . Moreover, using 
(2.10), (5.7), (5.14) and the fact that 1 cN  (which together with (5.11) and (5.9) implies that 
1 ) we can guarantee that     




 

 ,max:),0(min,)(minmin))1((
10
T
x
N Bwwgxkv . Thus, 
(5.15) holds.  
 
We define for ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  and for every integer 1 cN  (recall that 1 Nh , h  , Tm  ): 
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   
    )()(1);,(
)()(1);,(
1
1


kvixNkvxNiNxkv
kwixNkwxNiNxkw
ii
ii




 
with ][xNi  , for )1,0[x , mk ,...,0 ,                                                (5.16) 
 
)();1,(  kwNkw N  and )();1,(  kvNkv N , for mk ,...,0 ,                           (5.17) 
 
   
    );,)1(();,(1);,(
);,)1(();,(1);,(
11
11
NxkvktNNxkvtNkNxtv
NxkwktNNxkwtNkNxtw






 
with ][ 1tNk    for ]1,0[x , ),0[ Tt .                                              (5.18) 
 
It follows from (5.12), (5.14), (5.15) and definitions (5.16), (5.17), (5.18) that the following 
inequalities hold for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  and for every integer 1 cN : 
       









 

max
1010
,)(maxmax);,(,max:),0(min,)(minmin vxNxtvBwwgx
x
T
x
             (5.19) 
 
 TBNxtw ,max);,(                                                        (5.20) 
 
Since the rest of proof is long, we need to describe the major steps in the proof.   
 
Step 1: We first show that there exists a constant 0),,,(:  aTLL   such that for every integer 
1 cN  the functions );( Nw  , );( Nv   are Lipschitz on ]1,0[],0[ T  with Lipschitz constant L . This 
step is very important because it allows the application of Arzela-Ascoli theorem. More 
specifically, it follows from (5.19), (5.20) that the sequences of functions    NNNw );( ,  

  NNNv );(  
with 1][ 1   cN , are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. Therefore, compactness of 
]1,0[],0[ T  and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that there exist Lipschitz functions 
 ]1,0[],0[: Tw ,  ]1,0[],0[: Tv  and subsequences    

   NNNq Nwqw );();( , 
   

   NNNq Nvqv );();( , which converge uniformly on ]1,0[],0[ T  to w  and v , respectively. 
Moreover, the functions w  and v  are Lipschitz on ]1,0[],0[ T  with same Lipschitz constant L  and 
satisfy the same bounds with );( Nw   and );( Nv  , i.e., for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  it holds that 
       









 

max
1010
,)(maxmax),(,max:),0(min,)(minmin vxxtvBwwgx
x
T
x
             (5.21) 
 
 TBxtw ,max),(                                                        (5.22) 
Using the fact that w  and v  are Lipschitz on ]1,0[],0[ T , (5.8), (5.10) and the fact that    Nqqw );( , 
   Nqqv );(  converge uniformly on ]1,0[],0[ T  to w  and v , we can conclude that (2.13) holds and 
 )0,(,)0,( tvtatw   for all ],0[ Tt .  
 
We remark that in what follows the convergent subsequences    

   NNNq Nwqw );();( , 
   

   NNNq Nvqv );();( , will be denoted by  

  NNNw );( ,  

  NNNv );( .  
 
Step 2: We define the function ],0[: T  by means of the equations 
 
   0)1,(),()()(  twtgtt  , for ],0[ Tt                                     (5.23) 
 
)1()0(                                                                           (5.24) 
 
and we show that )1,()( tvt   for all ],0[ Tt . Notice that ]),0([,2 TW  .  
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Step 3: We define the function  ]1,0[],0[:~ Tv  by means of the formula 
 
 



  1)1(
1)(
),(~ 1 ctxifxct
ctxifctx
xtv


                                                   (5.25) 
 
Due to the facts that ]),0([,2 TW  , ])1,0([,2 W  and since the compatibility conditions (5.24), 
  )1(),1()1()1( 1  gc    hold, it follows that ])1,0[],0([~ 1  TCv  has Lipschitz derivatives 
satisfying 0),(
~
),(
~






xt
x
v
cxt
t
v
 for ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt , )(),0(~ xxv   for ]1,0[x  and )1,()()1,(~ tvttv    
for ],0[ Tt . We show that ),(),(~ xtvxtv   for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . Thus, it follows from (5.23), (5.25) 
that the function v  is of class ])1,0[],0([1 TC  with Lipschitz derivatives and satisfies the equations 
0),(),( 





xt
x
v
cxt
t
v
 for ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt , )(),0( xxv   for ]1,0[x  and 
  )1,(),1,()1,()1,( twtvgtvt
t
v



  for ],0[ Tt . 
 
Step 4: Proposition 5.2 implies that there exists a unique 1C  solution  ]1,0[],0[:~ Tw  of the 
initial-boundary value problem  
0),(
~
),(),(
~






xt
x
w
xtvxt
t
w
, for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt                             (5.26) 
 
))0,(,()0,(~ tvtatw  , for all ],0[ Tt                                            (5.27) 
 
)(),0(~ xxw  , for all ]1,0[x                                                (5.28) 
 
Moreover, w~  has Lipschitz derivatives. We show that ),(),(~ xtwxtw   for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . It thus 
follows that the functions vw,  are of class ])1,0[],0([1 TC  with Lipschitz derivatives and satisfy the 
equations (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) on ]1,0[],0[ T . The fact that the solution satisfies estimates (2.14), 
(2.15) is a consequence of (5.21), (5.22) and the fact that 0T  is arbitrary.  
 
Step 5: Finally, we prove that the constructed solution is unique.  
 
We start with the proofs of all steps.  
 
Step 1: Define for every 1,...,0  Ni  and mk ,...,0 : 
 
 
 )()()(
)()()(
1
1
1
1


kvkvhkp
kwkwhky
iii
iii






                                                    (5.29) 
 
Using (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), the fact that  )0(,0)0( af  , we are in a position to verify that the 
following equations hold for all 1,...,0  mk : 
 
  )()()()()()(1))1(( 1111  kykpkykvkykvky iiiiiii   , for 1,...,1  Ni       (5.30) 
 
 
    
h
kvkakvckvcka
kvkakvka
kykvky
)(,)1()()(1,)1(
))(,())(,)1((
)()(1))1((
010
00
010








                   (5.31) 
 
  )()(1))1(( 1  kpckpckp iii  , for 2,...,1,0  Ni                                (5.32) 
 
    )()(),()(1))1(( 11  kvkwkvgkpckp NNNNN                             (5.33) 
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Using (2.10), (5.11), (5.12), (5.15) and (5.32), (5.33), we get for all 1,...,0  mk : 
      







max
1,...,01,...,01,...,0
)(max)1(,)(maxmax))1((max vkpckpkp i
Ni
i
Ni
i
Ni
                        (5.34) 
where   






max
10
max ,)(maxmax: vxv
x
 . Therefore, we obtain from (5.34) and Lemma 5.1 the estimate: 
    max1
1,...,01,...,0
)0(max)(max vcpkp i
Ni
i
Ni
 

 , for all mk ,...,0                            (5.35) 
Definition (5.29) in conjunction with (5.10) implies that 

 )0(ip  for all 1,...,0  Ni . 
Consequently, we get from (5.35) that 
  max1
1,...,0
:)(max vcPkpi
Ni
 

 , for all mk ,...,0                            (5.36) 
 
Using (5.11), (5.12), (5.15), (5.30), (5.31), (5.36), we get for all 1,...,0  mk : 
 
           







PcRkyvkyPky i
Ni
i
Ni
i
Ni
1)(max1,)(max1max))1((max
1,...,0
min
1,...,01,...,0
         (5.37) 
where     




 

 ,max:),0(min,)(minmin:
10
min T
x
Bwwgxv ,   






max
10
max ,)(maxmax: vxv
x
  and 














 ],0[,0:),(),(max: max Ttvvvt
v
a
vt
t
a
R . Using (5.37), Lemma 5.1 and the fact that Tm  , 
we get for all mk ,...,0 : 
      





 


min
1,...,01,...,0
1
)0(maxexp)(max
v
Pc
RyPTky i
Ni
i
Ni
                                      (5.38) 
 
Definition (5.29) in conjunction with (5.10) implies that 

 )0(iy  for all 1,...,0  Ni . 
Consequently, we get from (5.35) that 
  





 


min
1,...,0
1
)exp(:)(max
v
cP
RPTYkyi
Ni
 , for all mk ,...,0                       (5.39) 
It follows from (5.29), (5.36) and (5.39) that the following inequalities hold for all },...,0{, Nji   and 
mk ,...,0 : 
Yjihkwkw ji  )()(   and Pjihkvkv ji  )()(                                  (5.40)  
 
Notice that YP, , defined in (5.36) and (5.39), respectively, depend only on  ,,T  and a .  
     Next define for every Ni ,...,0  and 1,...,0  mk : 
 
 )())1(()(
)())1(()(
1
1


kvkvk
kwkwk
iii
iii




                                                    (5.41) 
 
It follows from (5.7) and definitions (5.9), (5.29), (5.41) that the following equalities hold for 
1,...,0  mk : 
  )()(),()(
1,...,0)()(
,...,1)()()( 1



kvkwkvgk
Nikpck
Nikykvk
NNNN
ii
iii


 
                                            (5.42) 
Using (5.42), (2.10), (5.12) and (5.36) we get: 
  max
,...,0
)(max vcPki
Ni
 

, for all 1,...,0  mk                            (5.43) 
where   






max
10
max ,)(maxmax: vxv
x
 . It follows from (5.41), (5.7), (5.8), (5.10) and the fact that 
 )0(,0)0( af   that the following equalities hold for 1,...,0  mk : 
 
   





)(,)1()()()1(,)1())(,())(,)1((
)( 010000
kvkakcvkvckakvkakvka
k



     (5.44) 
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Equalities (5.42), (5.44) in conjunction with (5.12), (5.36), (5.39) and definitions (5.9), (5.29) imply 
that 
  YvcPRki
Ni
max
,...,0
)1()(max 

 , for all 1,...,0  mk                               (5.45) 
where   






max
10
max ,)(maxmax: vxv
x
  and 














 ],0[,0:),(),(max: max Ttvvvt
v
a
vt
t
a
R . 
     It follows from (5.41), (5.43) and (5.45) that the following inequalities hold for all Ni ,...,0  and 
},...,0{, mlk  : 
 
 max
max
)()(
)1()()(
vcPlklvkv
YvcPRlklwkw
ii
ii




                                       (5.46) 
 
It follows from definitions (5.16), (5.17), (5.18) and inequalities (5.40), (5.46) that there exists a 
constant 0),,,(:  aTLL   such that for every integer 1 cN  the following Lipschitz inequalities 
hold: 
   tzxLNzvNxtvNzwNxtw );,();,();,();,( , for all ]1,0[, zx , ],0[, Tt           (5.47) 
This completes Step 1 of the proof.   
 
Step 2: We define ],0[: T  by means of (5.23), (5.24). The fact that   can be defined on the 
whole ],0[ T  is a consequence of the formula       
t
dsswsgsttt
0
)1,(),()(exp)1(exp)(  , 
which together with (2.10) and (5.22) implies the inequality 
     max,)1(max)(,max:),0(min,)1(min vtBwwg T     for all ],0[ Tt . Pick any integer 
1 cN . It follows from (2.14) and (5.23) that the following inequality holds for 1,...,0  mk : 
 
   GLGkwkgkk  )1(
2
)1,(),()()1())1((
2


                     (5.48) 
where   
















cvxTNm
x
,,)(maxmax1: max
10
 , N/  , 
  











cvxT
T
x
,,)(maxmax1
:
max
10

 , 














 Swvwv
w
g
wv
v
g
G ),(:),(),(max: , L  is the Lipschitz constant of w , 
    

 fBwvvwvS T ,max,),1(max:),(: max  and  )(max
0
t
Tt
 

 . Using (5.7), (5.48) and 
defining )()(:)(  kvkke NN   we get for 1,...,0  mk : 
   LGGNkwkwGkeGke NN  )1(
2
);1,()1,()(1))1((
2


               (5.49) 
Inequality (5.49) in conjunction with Lemma 5.1 and the facts that mT  , 0)0( Ne  (a consequence 
of (5.24) and (2.13)) implies that the following estimate holds: 
     







LGGNtwtwGTcTcke
Tt
N )1(
2
);1,()1,(maxexp)(
0


  , for mk ,...,0         (5.50) 
Pick any ],0[ Tt  and set ][ 1 tk  . Then we get 
 
  );1,()1,(max)(
);1,()1,()()()(
)1,()()1,()()1,()()1,()(
0
NsvsvkeL
NkvkvkvkktL
kvkkvktvttvt
Ts
N
N








  
where L  is the Lipschitz constant of v . In the above derivation, we have used the fact that   kt . 
Since    NNNw );( ,  

  NNNv );(  converge uniformly to w  and v  as N , the above inequality in 
conjunction with (5.50) shows that )1,()( tvt   for all ],0[ Tt . This completes Step 2 of the proof. 
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Step 3: Pick any integer 1 cN . Define   
















cvxTNm
x
,,)(maxmax1: max
10
 , Nh /1 , N/  , 
  











cvxT
T
x
,,)(maxmax1
:
max
10

  and notice that since ])1,0[],0([~ 1  TCv  satisfies 
0),(
~
),(
~






xt
x
v
cxt
t
v
 for ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt , )(),0(~ xxv   for ]1,0[x  and )1,()()1,(~ tvttv    for 
],0[ Tt  then we get for all 1,...,0  mk  and 1,...,0  Ni : 
 
  ),())1(,(~),(~1),)1((~ ikerrchikvcihkvcihkv                                  (5.51) 
where  

























hi
ih
k
k
dxihk
x
v
xk
x
v
dtihk
x
v
iht
x
v
ikerr
)1()1(
),(
~
),(
~
),(
~
),(
~
),( 


                  (5.52) 
Defining );,(),(~:)( Nihkvihkvkevi    for mk ,...,0  and Ni ,...,0 , we get from (5.7), (5.10), (5.16), 
(5.17), (5.51) and the facts that )(),0(~ xxv   for ]1,0[x  and )1,()()1,(~ tvttv    for ],0[ Tt : 
 
  ),())1(,(),(1))1(( 1 ikerrchikecihkecke
v
i
v
i
v
i    , for 1,...,0  mk , 1,...,0  Ni       (5.53) 
  
0)0( vie , for Ni ,...,0                                                               (5.54) 
 
0)( kevN , for mk ,...,0                                                             (5.55) 
Using (5.9), (5.11), (5.52), (5.53), (5.55), we get: 
    )(2)(max))1((max
,...,0,...,0
NGckeke vi
Ni
v
i
Ni
 

, for 1,...,0  mk                           (5.56) 
where  














 1)1(,]1,0[],0[),(,]1,0[],0[),(:),(
~
),(
~
max:)( NzxtTzTxtz
x
v
xt
x
v
NG        (5.57) 
Using Lemma 5.1, in conjunction with (5.54), (5.56) and the fact that mT  , we get 
  )(2)(max
,...,0
NGcTke vi
Ni


 . Next, pick any ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  and set ][ 1 tk , ][ 1 xhi  . Using the 
inequality ),(),(),();,()(),(~),(~),(),(~ ihkvxtvihkvNihkvkeihkvxtvxtvxtv vi   , we are in a 
position to conclude (using the fact that   kt  and hihx  ) that  
 
 ),();,(max)(2)1(2),(),(~
]1,0[],0[),(
1 zvNzvNcTGNLxtvxtv
Tz




                              (5.58) 
where L  is the Lipschitz constant of v  and v~ . Definition (5.57), the fact that ])1,0[],0([~ 1  TCv  has 
Lipschitz derivatives on ]1,0[],0[ T  implies that   0)(lim 

NG
N
. Moreover, since     NNNv );(  
converges uniformly to v  as N , we get from (5.58) that ),(),(~ xtvxtv   for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . 
This completes Step 3 of the proof. 
 
Step 4: Pick any integer 1 cN . Define   
















cvxTNm
x
,,)(maxmax1: max
10
 , Nh /1 , N/  , 
  











cvxT
T
x
,,)(maxmax1
:
max
10

  and notice that since ])1,0[],0([~ 1  TCw  satisfies (5.26) for all 
]1,0[],0[),(  Txt , we get for all 1,...,0  mk  and Ni ,...,1 : 
 
  ),())1(,(~),(),(~),(1),)1((~ ikErrhikwihkvihkwihkvihkw                        (5.59) 
where 
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




























)1(
)1(
),(
~
),(),(
~
),(),(
~
),(
~
),(),(
k
k
ih
hi
dtihk
x
w
ihkviht
x
w
ihtvdxihk
x
w
xk
x
w
ihkvikErr     (5.60) 
Defining );,(),(~:)( Nihkwihkwkewi    for mk ,...,0  and Ni ,...,0 , we get from (5.7), (5.9), (5.10), 
(5.16), (5.17), (5.27), (5.28), (5.29), (5.59): 
    ),()(),()();,(),()(),(1))1(( 11 ikErrkeihkvkyNihkvihkvkeihkvke
w
ii
w
i
w
i    , 
for 1,...,0  mk , Ni ,...,1                                                           (5.61) 
  
0)0( wie , for Ni ,...,0                                                               (5.62) 
 
0)(0 ke
w , for mk ,...,0                                                             (5.63) 
Using (2.15), (5.9), (5.11), (5.39), (5.60), (5.61), (5.63), we get: 
 
    )(~)(max))1((max
,...,0,...,0
NGkeke wi
Ni
w
i
Ni
 

, for 1,...,0  mk                                   (5.64) 
where  
 );,(),(max]1,0[],0[),(:),(
~
max
)1(,]1,0[],0[),(,]1,0[],0[),(:),(
~
),(
~
max:)(
~
]1,0[],0[),(
1
1
max
NxtvxtvYTxtxt
x
w
LN
NzxtTzTxtz
x
w
xt
x
w
vNG
Txt

































  (5.65) 
and   






max
10
max ,)(maxmax vxv
x
 . Using Lemma 5.1, in conjunction with (5.62), (5.65) and the fact 
that mT  , we get   )(~)(max
,...,0
NGTkewi
Ni


 . Next, pick any ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  and set ][ 1 tk , ][ 1 xhi . 
Using the inequality ),(),(),();,()(),(~),(~),(),(~ ihkwxtwihkwNihkwkeihkwxtwxtwxtw wi   , we 
are in a position to conclude (using the fact that   kt  and hihx  ) that  
 
 ),();,(max)(~)1(2),(),(~
]1,0[],0[),(
1 zwNzwNGTNLxtvxtv
Tz




                              (5.66) 
 
where L  is the Lipschitz constant of w  and w~ . Definition (5.65), in conjunction with the fact that 
])1,0[],0([~ 1  TCw  has Lipschitz derivatives on ]1,0[],0[ T  implies that   0)(~lim 

NG
N
. Moreover, 
since    NNNw );(  converges uniformly to w  as N , we get from (5.66) that ),(),(
~ xtwxtw   for 
all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . This completes Step 4 of the proof. 
 
Step 5: Uniqueness follows from a contradiction argument. Suppose that there exist two solutions 
   ]1,0[]1,0[),( 11   CCvw  and    ]1,0[]1,0[),(
11   CCvw  of the initial-boundary value 
problem (2.10), (2.11), (2.12). It then follows that the functions wwew  , vvev   satisfy the 
following equations: 
0),(),(),(),(),(),(),( 














xt
x
e
cxt
t
e
xt
x
w
xtext
x
e
xtvxt
t
e vv
v
ww , for all ]1,0[),(  xt        (5.67) 
))0,(,())0,()0,(,()0,( tvtatetvtate vw  , for all 0t                                      (5.68) 
    )1,()1,(),1,()1,()1,(),1,()1,()1,( tetwtetvgtwtvgtet
t
e
wvv
v 


 , for all 0t               (5.69) 
0),0(),0(  xexe vw , for all ]1,0[x                                                  (5.70) 
 
Let 0T  be given and let  S  be a compact set that contains both solutions on ],0[ T , i.e., 
Sxtwxtv )),(),,((  and Sxtwxtv )),(),,((  for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . Let 1M  be a constant that satisfies 
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max
2vQMc  , where 


























 SwvTtvt
v
a
Swvwv
w
g
wv
v
g
Q ),(,],0[:),(max),(:),(),(max:  and 
  






max
10
max ,)(maxmax vxv
x
 . Define the functional: 
)1,(
2
1
),(
2
),(
2
1
)( 2
1
0
2
1
0
2 tedxxte
M
dxxtetV vvw                                                  (5.71) 
We next estimate the time derivative of )(tV  on ],0[ T . Using (5.67), (5.68), (5.69), the fact that 
     )1,()1,()1,()1,(),1,()1,()1,(),1,( teteQtetwtetvgtwtvg wvwv   and the fact that 
),(
2
1
),(
2
1
),(),( 22 xtextextexte wvwv  , we get: 
 )1,()1,()1,()0,(
2
)1,(
2
),(),(
2
1
),(),(
2
1
)0,()0,(
2
1
)1,()1,(
2
1
)1,()1,(),(),(),(),(),(),(),(),()(
22
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
222
1
0
1
0
1
0
teteteQte
Mc
te
Mc
dxxt
x
v
xtedxxtedxxtewtetvtetv
t
t
e
tedxxt
x
e
xteMcdxxt
x
w
xtextedxxt
x
e
xtextvtV
wvvvv
wvwxww
v
v
v
vwv
w
w



































 
where 











 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
x
w
wx . The above inequality in conjunction with (2.15), 
definition     




 

 ,max:),0(min,)(minmin:
10
min T
x
Bwwgxv  and the fact that 
)1,(
2
)1,(
2
1
)1,()1,( 2
min
22
2
min te
v
Q
tevteteQ vwwv

  , gives: 
  )0,(
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)1,(
22
),(),(
2
1
)0,()0,(
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1
)( 22
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221
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2
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0
22 te
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Q
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dxxtedxxtevwtetvtV vvvwxxw 
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







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


 
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where 


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







 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
x
v
vx . Since )0,())0,(,())0,()0,(,( teQtvtatetvta vv  , we get 
from the above inequality, the fact that max)0,( vtv  , where   






max
10
max ,)(maxmax vxv
x
 , the facts that 
1M  and max
2vQMc  : 
  )1,(
22
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2
1
)( 2
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221
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0
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v
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Q
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dxxteMdxxtevwtV vvwxx 












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


 
  
The above inequality in conjunction with definition (5.71) shows that there exists a constant 0K  
such that )()( tKVtV   for all ],0[ Tt . Gronwall’s lemma in conjunction with (5.70), (5.71) (which 
give 0)0( V ) implies that 0)( tV  on ],0[ T . Therefore, since 0T  is arbitrary, we conclude that 
0),(),(),(),(  xtvxtvxtwxtw  for all ]1,0[x  and 0t . The proof is complete.        
 
 
5.III. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let arbitrary Xv ),( 00  be given, for which the equalities 
)0(
)(
)0(
0
0
vc
fc eq
eq




 , )0(
)0(
)0(
)0( 0
0
0
0 v
vc





  hold. The solution of the initial-boundary value 
problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) with (3.2), (3.3) is constructed by applying the transformation (2.7), 
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using (2.4) and the condition  

 

 max
)( eq
eq
fc
c
. More specifically, we get the initial-
boundary value problem  
0),(),(),(),(),( 
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xt
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w
, for all ]1,0[),(  xt                (5.72) 
 
  0
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
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
 , for all 0t                    (5.73) 
 
0)(),0()(),0( 00  xvxvxwxw , for all ]1,0[x                                    (5.74) 
where  
 
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eqeqfc
xvcx
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)(
))()(
ln)( 000 , for all ]1,0[x                                    (5.75) 
 
and ),( xt  may be found by means of (2.7). Exploiting the fact that f  is non-increasing and 
Theorem 2.1, we conclude that the initial-boundary value problem (5.72), (5.73), (5.74) admits a 
unique solution  ]1,0[, 1  Cvw , which has Lipschitz derivatives on every compact ]1,0[ S  
and satisfies the following inequalities for all ]1,0[),(  xt : 

 0][ wtw                                                       (5.76) 
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Define for all ]1,0[),(  xt : 
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Notice that (5.77) in conjunction with definition (5.78) gives: 
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Moreover, Proposition 5.2 implies that  
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Equations (5.72) and (5.73) imply that the following equations holds for all ]1,0[),(  xt : 
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where :  is the solution of the initial-value problem  
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)1()0( 0v .                                                                        (5.83) 
 
Formula (5.81) implies the following estimate for every 0 , 0t : 
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Using the transformation  
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we get from (5.82): 
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Inequality (3.1) implies that 0  is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point for system 
(5.82) with 0)1,( tw . Consequently, it follows from (5.80) and Theorem 2.2 in [15] that there exists 
a function KLP  such that the following estimate holds: 
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Since 2))1,(),(( twt  takes values in a compact set 200 ),( vwS  for all 0t  (recall definition 
(5.85), (5.76), (5.79) and (5.81)) and since 
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Using (5.76), (5.84), (5.88) and (5.80), we get for all 0 , 0t : 
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Estimate (5.89) in conjunction with the fact that  

 00: bwLL , where  :L  is a non-
decreasing function and definition (5.79) of minv  implies that there exists KLG  such that the 
following estimate holds for all 0t :   
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Estimate (3.4) for appropriate KLQ  is a consequence of (5.90) and (2.7), which gives (in 
conjunction with definition (5.78)) 
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and implies the inequalities for all ]1,0[),(  xt  
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 hold for all 0t .   
 
The proof is complete.        
 
 
 
6. Concluding Remarks 
 
The paper provides results for a non-standard, hyperbolic traffic flow model on a bounded domain. 
The model has been developed for relatively crowded roads and consists of two first-order, 
hyperbolic PDEs with a dynamic boundary condition, which involves the time derivative of the 
velocity. Although simple, the proposed model has features that are important from a traffic-
theoretic point of view: it is completely anisotropic, i.e., the velocity depends only on the velocity 
of downstream vehicles, and is a hyperbolic model for which information travels forward exactly at 
the same speed as traffic. It has been shown that for all physically meaningful initial conditions the 
model admits a globally defined, unique, classical solution that remains positive and bounded for all 
times (Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2). Moreover, it has been shown that global stabilization in the 
sup-norm of the logarithmic deviation of the state from its equilibrium point can be achieved for 
arbitrary equilibria by means of an explicit boundary feedback law which adjusts continuously the 
inlet flow (Theorem 3.1). It is important to notice that the stabilizing feedback law depends only on 
the inlet velocity. Therefore the measurement requirements for the implementation of the proposed 
boundary feedback law are minimal. The efficiency of the proposed boundary feedback was 
demonstrated by means of a numerical example.  
    Future work may involve the development of more complicated models, retaining the important 
characteristics of the proposed model, to capture secondary features of traffic flow dynamics. 
Another direction for future research is the use of sampled-data boundary feedback boundary for the 
stabilization of unstable equilibria.  
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Appendix 
 
Proof of Lemma 5.1: Estimate (5.2) is proved by induction for 0a  (using (5.1)). For 0a  we 
prove by induction (using (5.1)) the following estimate: 
a
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 , for all mk ,...,1,0                          (A.1) 
Using the fact that aa 1)exp( , we obtain from (A.1) the following estimate: 
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 , for all mk ,...,1,0                          (A.2) 
Estimate (A.2) in conjunction with the fact that )exp(1)exp( kaakka   implies estimate (5.2). The 
proof is complete.        
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Proof of Proposition 5.2: Let 0T  be given (arbitrary). We construct a solution  ]1,0[1  Cw  of 
the initial-boundary value problem (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), which has Lipschitz derivatives on ]1,0[],0[ T . 
We follow the methodology of finite-differences presented in the book [14].   
 
Since 0)0,( tv  for all 0t , by continuity of v  there exists 0)( T  such that 0),( xtv  for all 
],0[ Tt , )](,0[ Tx  . Let 1N  be an integer for which the inequalities 
2
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 and )(2 TN                                        (A.3) 
hold, where  )](,0[],0[),(:),(min:min TTxtxtvv  . Let 
 NN  be an integer and consider the 
parameterized discrete-time system 
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where  
Nh /1: , h :                                                                     (A.7) 
 
),(:)( ihkvkvi   , for Ni ,...,1,0 , mk ,...,1,0                                         (A.8) 
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 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max:max  Txtxtvv .                                                 (A.11) 
Notice that the above definitions guarantee that 
mT   ,                                                                      (A.12) 
 
1max v .                                                                       (A.13) 
 
Using (A.4), (A.5), (A.8), (A.11) in conjunction with (A.13), we obtain the estimate 
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 . It follows from (A.5), (A.6) and (A.14) that the following estimate holds 
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We define the function );,( Nxtw  for ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  and for every integer  NN  (recall that 
1 Nh , h  , Tm  ): 
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    );,)1(();,(1);,( 11 NxkwktNNxkwtNkNxtw     
with ][ 1tNk    for ]1,0[x , ),0[ Tt .                                              (A.18) 
 
It follows from (A.15) and definitions (A.16), (A.17), (A.18) that the following estimate holds for 
every integer  NN : 
   

 ,max);,(max
10
aNxtw
x
, for ],0[ Tt .                                     (A.19) 
Next define  
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 )()(:)( 1
1  kwkwhky iii  
 , for 1,...,1,0  Ni , mk ,...,1,0 ,                       (A.20) 
 
)(:)( 1  kyky NN  , for mk ,...,1,0 .                                              (A.21) 
Equations (A.4), (A.5) in conjunction with definitions (A.20), (A.21) imply that the following 
equalities hold: 
 
    )()()()()()()(1))1(( 11111  kykvkvkykvkykvky iiiiiiii   , 
for 1,...,1  Ni , 1,...,1,0  mk ,                                                    (A.22) 
 
 



)())1((
)()(1))1(( 010
kaka
kykvky

 , for 1,...,1,0  mk                     (A.23) 
Using the fact that xii vhkvkv  )()(1   for all 1,...,0  Ni , mk ,...,1,0 , where 











 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
x
v
vx  (a direct consequence of definition (A.8)), the fact 
akaka   )())1((  for all 1,...,1,0  mk , where  ],0[:)(max: Tttaa    and the fact that 
0)( min1  vkv   for all mk ,...,1,0 , where  )](,0[],0[),(:),(min:min TTxtxtvv   (a consequence of 
(A.3), (A.7), (A.8) which imply that )(2 Th  ), in conjunction with (A.21), (A.22), (A.23), (A.7), 
(A.8), (A.11), (A.13), we get for 1,...,1,0  mk : 
          







akyvkyvky i
Ni
i
Ni
xi
Ni
 )(max1,)(max1max))1((max
,...,0
min
,...,0,...,0
                   (A.24) 
Using (A.24) in conjunction with (A.12), the fact that that 

 )0(iy  for Ni ,...,0  (a direct 
consequence of definitions (A.5), (A.6), (A.20), (A.21) and the fact that )0()0( a ) and Lemma 5.1, 
we obtain the estimate: 
   










min
,...,0
exp:)(max
v
a
vTYky xi
Ni

 , for mk ,...,1,0                                 (A.25) 
Next define  
 )())1((:)( 1  kwkwkp iii 
 , for Ni ,...,1,0 , 1,...,1,0  mk ,                       (A.26) 
 
))1((:)(   mpmp ii , for Ni ,...,1,0 .                                                 (A.27) 
 
Using (A.4), (A.5), (A.7), (A.11), (A.20), (A.26), (A.27) (which imply that )()()( 1  kykvkp iii  , 
for Ni ,...,1 , 1,...,1,0  mk  and 



)())1((
)(0
kaka
kp

 , for 1,...,1,0  mk ), the fact 
akaka   )())1((  for all 1,...,1,0  mk , where  ],0[:)(max: Tttaa    and estimate (A.25), we 
obtain 
   aYvkpi
Ni
,max)(max max
,...,0


 , for mk ,...,1,0                                         (A.28) 
Definitions (A.20), (A.26) in conjunction with estimates (A.25), (A.28) imply the estimate for 
Nji ,...,1,0,  , mlk ,...,1,0,  : 
 aYvlkYjihlwkw ji ,max)()( max                                           (A.29) 
 
Estimate (A.29) in conjunction with definitions (A.16), (A.17), (A.18) implies that there exists a 
constant   0,,,11  vaTLL  such that the following Lipschitz inequality holds for every integer 
 NN : 
   tzxLNzwNxtw 1);,();,( , for all ],0[, Tt   and ]1,0[, zx .                   (A.30) 
Next define: 








  )()(
)())1((
:)( 01
1 


 kykv
kaka
hk , for 1,...,1,0  mk                           (A.31) 
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It follows from (A.31) and (A.23) that the following equation holds for 2,...,1,0  mk : 
 












)())1(()())1((
)(
1
)())1((2))2((
)()(1
)(
))1((
))1((
11
1
21
1
1
kvkvkaka
kv
kakaka
kkv
kv
kv
k






               (A.32) 
It should be noticed that inequalities (A.3) in conjunction with (A.7), (A.8) and definition 
 )](,0[],0[),(:),(min:min TTxtxtvv   implies the following inequality for 1,...,1,0  mk : 
 
2
1)(1
)(
))1(( min
1
1
1 vkv
kv
kv





                                          (A.33) 
It follows from (A.32), (A.33) in conjunction with the fact that akaka   )())1((  for all 
1,...,1,0  mk , where  ],0[:)(max: Tttaa   , tvkvkv   )())1(( 11  for all 1,...,1,0  mk , where 











 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
t
v
vt  (a direct consequence of definition (A.8)), definition 
 )](,0[],0[),(:),(min:min TTxtxtvv  , the fact that 0)( min1  vkv   for all mk ,...,1,0  (a consequence 
of (A.3), (A.7), (A.8) which imply that )(2 Th  ), the fact that akakaka 2)())1((2))2((    
for all 2,...,1,0  mk , where  ],0[:)(sup: Tttaessa   , that the following inequality holds for 
2,...,1,0  mk : 
min
min )(
2
1))1((
v
va
ak
v
k
t

  





                                          (A.34) 
Consequently, we obtain directly (by induction) the following estimate for 1,...,1,0  mk : 
2
min
min
2)0()(
v
avva
k
t
 
                                                          (A.35) 
Definitions (A.5), (A.6), (A.8), (A.11), (A.20), (A.31) in conjunction with the facts that )0()0( a , 
0)0()0,0()0(  va , definitions 











 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
x
v
vx ,  ],0[:)(sup: Tttaessa   , 
 ]1,0[:)(sup: 

xxess   and inequality (A.13) implies that:  
2
)0(
2
)0( max
max




 vv
v
a
x

                                                  (A.36) 
Consequently, we get from (A.35), (A.36) for 1,...,1,0  mk : 
2
min
min
max
max
2
2
)0(
2
:)(
v
avva
vv
v
a
Mk
t
x
 


 

                               (A.37) 
We define the function );,( Nxty  for ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  and for every integer  NN  (recall that 
1 Nh , h  , Tm  ): 
    )()(1);,( 1  kyixNkyxNiNxky ii   
with ][xNi  , for )1,0[x , mk ,...,0 ,                                                (A.38) 
 
)();1,(  kyNky N , for mk ,...,0 ,                                                 (A.39) 
 
    );,)1(();,(1);,( 11 NxkyktNNxkytNkNxty     
with ][ 1tNk    for ]1,0[x , ),0[ Tt .                                              (A.40) 
It follows from (A.25) and definitions (A.38), (A.39), (A.40) that the following estimate holds for 
every integer  NN : 
   










min
10
exp:);,(max
v
a
vTYNxty x
x

 , for ],0[ Tt .                            (A.41) 
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We also define the function );,( Nxtp  for ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  and for every integer  NN  (recall that 
1 Nh , h  , Tm  ): 
    )()(1);,( 1  kpixNkpxNiNxkp ii   
with ][xNi  , for )1,0[x , mk ,...,0 ,                                                (A.42) 
 
)();1,(  kpNkp N , for mk ,...,0 ,                                                 (A.43) 
 
    );,)1(();,(1);,( 11 NxkpktNNxkptNkNxtp     
with ][ 1tNk    for ]1,0[x , ),0[ Tt .                                              (A.44) 
It follows from (A.28) and definitions (A.42), (A.43), (A.44) that the following estimate holds for 
every integer  NN : 
   aYvNxtp
x
,max);,(max max
10


, for ],0[ Tt .                                  (A.45) 
Next define  
 )()(:)( 1
1  kykyhk iii  
 , for 1,...,1,0  Ni , mk ,...,1,0 .                       (A.46) 
 
Definitions (A.21), (A.31), (A.46) in conjunction with equations (A.22), (A.23) implies that the 
following equalities hold: 
 
  )(
)()(2)(
)()()(2
)()()()(1))1((
1
12
112
122


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






, 
for 2,...,1  Ni , 1,...,1,0  mk                                                            (A.47) 
 
0)(1   kN , for mk ,...,1,0 .                                                           (A.48) 
     
  )()(
)()(
)()(1))1(( 0
12
020 

 kky
h
kvkv
kkvk 

 , for 1,...,1,0  mk            (A.49) 
 
Using the facts that xxiii vhkvkvkv
2
12 )()(2)(    , xii vhkvkv   )()( 12   for 2,...,0  Ni , mk ,...,1,0 , 
where 
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

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
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
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v
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vxx ,]1,0[],0[),,(:
),(),(
sup: 2 , 
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









 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
x
v
vx  
(a direct consequence of definition (A.8)) and the fact that 0)( min2  vkv   for all mk ,...,1,0 , where 
 )](,0[],0[),(:),(min:min TTxtxtvv   (a consequence of (A.3), (A.7), (A.8) which imply that 
)(2 Th  ), in conjunction with (A.25), (A.37), (A.8), (A.11), (A.13), we get for 1,...,1,0  mk : 
           






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MYvkvYvkvk xi
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xxi
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 )(max1,)(max21max))1((max
1,...,0
min
1,...,01,...,0
 
                   (A.50) 
It follows from (A.12) and Lemma 5.1 for mk ,...,1,0 : 
     











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YvT
v
MYv
vTk xx
x
i
Ni
xi
Ni
min
1,...,01,...,0
)0(max2exp)((max                    (A.51) 
Definition (A.5), (A.6), (A.46), (A.20), (A.21) in conjunction with the fact that )0()0( a  implies 
that 

  )0(i  for all 1,...,0  Ni , where  ]1,0[:)(sup:   xxess  . Therefore, it follows from 
(A.51) that the following estimate holds for mk ,...,1,0 : 
   




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






YvT
v
MYv
vTk xx
x
xi
Ni
min
1,...,0
2exp:)((max                             (A.52) 
Next define  
 )())1((:)( 1  kykyk iii 
 , for Ni ,...,1,0 , 1,...,1,0  mk .                       (A.53) 
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Equations (A.22), (A.23) in conjunction with definitions (A.31), (A.46), (A.53), imply the relations 
 
)(
)()(
)()()( 1
1
11 

 ky
h
kvkv
kkvk i
ii
iii 



 , for 1,...,1  Ni , 1,...,1,0  mk         (A.54) 
 
)()(0  kk  , for 1,...,1,0  mk                                                      (A.55) 
which combined with (A.11), (A.21), (A.52), (A.37) and the fact that xii vhkvkv  )()(1   for all 
1,...,0  Ni , mk ,...,1,0 , where, 











 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
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vx  (a direct consequence of 
definition (A.8)) give: 
  MYvvk xi
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

max
,...,0
)((max  , for 1,...,1,0  mk                                      (A.56) 
Definitions (A.46), (A.53) in conjunction with estimates (A.52), (A.56) imply the following 
estimate for Nji ,...,1,0,  , mlk ,...,1,0,  : 
 xji vYMvlkjihlyky  max)()(                                       (A.57) 
 
Estimate (A.57) in conjunction with definitions (A.38), (A.39), (A.40) implies that there exists a 
constant   0,,,22  vaTLL  such that the following Lipschitz inequality holds for every integer 
 NN : 
   tzxLNzyNxty 2);,();,( , for all ],0[, Tt   and ]1,0[, zx .             (A.58) 
Next define  
 )()(:)( 1
1  kpkphk iii  
 , for 1,...,1,0  Ni , mk ,...,1,0 .                       (A.59) 
 
Since )()()( 1  kykvkp iii  , for Ni ,...,1 , 1,...,1,0  mk  and 



)())1((
)(0
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kp

 , for 
1,...,1,0  mk , we obtain from (A.27), (A.31), (A.46): 
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 , for 1,...,1  Ni , 1,...,1,0  mk             (A.60) 
 
)()(0  kk  , for 1,...,1,0  mk                                                   (A.61) 
 
))1(()(   mm ii , for 1,...,1,0  Ni                                               (A.62) 
 
Using the facts that xii vhkvkv  )()(1   for all 1,...,0  Ni , mk ,...,1,0 , where 
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
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vx  (a direct consequence of definition (A.8)) in conjunction with 
(A.60), (A.61), (A.62), (A.11), (A.25), (A.37), (A.52), we get the following estimate for mk ,...,1,0 : 
 
  MvYvZk xi
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

max
1,...,0
:)((max                                                  (A.63) 
Finally, define  
 )())1((:)( 1  kpkpk iii 
 , for Ni ,...,1,0 , 1,...,1,0  mk .                       (A.64) 
 
Similarly, as above and using (A.53), we obtain: 
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
 , for Ni ,...,1 , 2,...,1,0  mk        (A.65) 
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)())1((2))2((
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


kakaka
k

 , for 2,...,1,0  mk                                        (A.66) 
 
0))1((   mi , for Ni ,...,1,0                                                           (A.67) 
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It follows from (A.11), (A.25), (A.56), (A.65), (A.66), (A.67) in conjunction with the fact that 
tii vkvkv   )())1((  for all Ni ,...,1,0 , 1,...,1,0  mk , where 











 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
t
v
vt  (a direct consequence of definition (A.8)), the fact that 
akakaka 2)())1((2))2((    for all 2,...,1,0  mk , where  ],0[:)(sup: Tttaessa   , that the 
following inequality holds for 1,...,1,0  mk : 
    aMvYvvYvk xti
Ni


maxmax
,...,0
:)((max                                   (A.68) 
 
Definitions (A.59), (A.64) in conjunction with estimates (A.63), (A.68) imply the following 
estimate for Nji ,...,1,0,  , mlk ,...,1,0,  : 
 lkZjihlpkp ji  )()(                                              (A.69) 
 
Estimate (A.69) in conjunction with definitions (A.42), (A.43), (A.44) implies that there exists a 
constant   0,,,33  vaTLL  such that the following Lipschitz inequality holds for every integer 
 NN : 
   tzxLNzpNxtp 3);,();,( , for all ],0[, Tt   and ]1,0[, zx .                   (A.70) 
 
It follows from (A.19), (A.30), (A.41), (A.58), (A.45), (A.70) that the sequences of functions 
   NNNw );( ,  

  NNNy );( ,  

  NNNp );(  are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. Therefore, 
compactness of ]1,0[],0[ T  and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that there exist Lipschitz 
functions  ]1,0[],0[: Tw ,  ]1,0[],0[: Ty ,  ]1,0[],0[: Tp  and subsequences 
   

   NNNq Nwqw );();( ,    



   NNNq Nyqy );();( ,    



   NNNq Npqp );();(  which converge 
uniformly on ]1,0[],0[ T  to yw,  and p , respectively. Moreover, the functions yw,  and p  satisfy the 
same bounds with );(),;( NyNw   and );( Np  , i.e.,  

 ,max][ atw , 
 










min
exp][
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a
vTty x

  and  










min
max exp][
v
a
vTvtp x

 , for ],0[ Tt .     
    We remark that in what follows the convergent subsequences    

   NNNq Nwqw );();( , 
   

   NNNq Nyqy );();( ,    



   NNNq Npqp );();( , will be denoted by  

  NNNw );( , 
    NNNv );( ,  

  NNNp );( . 
    We next show that 0),(),(),(  xtyxtvxtp  for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . Let ]1,0(],0[),(  Txt  be given 
(arbitrary). Since  )()()( 1  kykvkp iii  , for Ni ,...,1 , 1,...,1,0  mk , we obtain using definitions 
(A.7), (A.38), (A.39), (A.40), (A.42), (A.43), (A.44), inequalities (A.11), (A.25), (A.58), (A.70) and 
definitions 











 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
t
v
vt , 


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
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





 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
x
v
vx , for 
][ 1tNk    and i  being the smallest integer which is greater or equal to xN : 
       
      1max23max23
max23
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NxtykvxtvkyNxtykvkpNxtpNxtyxtvNxtp
xtxt
xt
iiii

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
 
In the above derivation, we have used the facts that   kt  and ihxhi  )1( . Since     NNNy );( , 
   NNNp );(  converge uniformly to y  and p  as N , the above inequality shows that 
0),(),(),(  xtyxtvxtp  for all ]1,0(],0[),(  Txt . Continuity of yvp ,,  implies that the equality 
0),(),(),(  xtyxtvxtp  for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . 
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     We next show that ),(),( xt
x
w
xty


  for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . Equivalently, we show that 

x
dzztytwxtw
0
),()0,(),( , for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . Let ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  be given (arbitrary). Using 
definitions (A.7), (A.16), (A.17), (A.18), (A.38), (A.39), (A.40), inequalities (A.30), (A.58), (A.41), 
we obtain for ][ 1tNk    and ][xNi  : 
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In the above derivation, we have used the facts that   kt  and hihx  . Since     NNNy );( , 
   NNNw );(  converge uniformly to y  and w  as N , the above inequality shows that 

x
dzztytwxtw
0
),()0,(),(  for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt . 
    Using exactly the same approach we show that ),(),( xt
t
w
xtp


  for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt  (i.e., 
equivalently, we show that 
t
dxpxwxtw
0
),(),0(),(  , for all ]1,0[],0[),(  Txt ).  
      Uniqueness follows from a contradiction argument. Suppose that there exist two solutions 
 ]1,0[~, 1  Cww  of the initial-boundary value problem (5.3), (5.4), (5.5). It then follows that the 
function wwe ~  satisfies the following equations: 
0),(),(),( 





xt
x
e
xtvxt
t
e
, for 0t , ]1,0[x                                 (A.71) 
 
0),0( xe , for ]1,0[x                                                     (A.72) 
 
0)0,( te , for 0t                                                          (A.73) 
Using the functional 
1
0
2 ),()( dxxtetV  on ],0[ T  for arbitrary 0T , we have by virtue of (A.71) and 
(A.73) for every ],0[ Tt : 
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where 
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
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 ]1,0[],0[),(:),(max: Txtxt
x
v
vx . Gronwall’s lemma implies that   )0(exp)( VtvtV x  for 
all ],0[ Tt  and consequently (using (A.72)), we get 0)( tV  for all ],0[ Tt . This implies ww ~ .  
      Finally, we assume that there exists a constant 0min v  such that min),( vxtv   for all 0t , ]1,0[x  
and that 0a . Let 1min
 vT  be given (arbitrary). Consider the parameterized family of functionals 
 
1
0
2 ),()exp()( dxxtwxtV   on ],0[ T  with parameter 0 . Using (5.3) and (5.5) with 0a  and the 
fact that min),( vxtv   for all 0t , we get: 
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It follows that    )0(exp)( min   VtvvtV x , for all ],0[ Tt . Since 
2
2
2
2
][)(][)exp( twtVtw    for 
all ],0[ Tt , the previous inequality implies the estimate     2
2
1
min
2
2
1exp][    tvvtw x , for all 
],0[ Tt . Since      

1lim 1min tvv x

 for each fixed  Tvt ,1min , we conclude that 
0][
2
tw , for all  Tvt ,1min . Therefore, by continuity of w  and since 1min vT  is arbitrary, we 
conclude that 0),( xtw  for all ]1,0[x  and 1min
 vt . The proof is complete.        
 
 
